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We discuss an approach for accessing bound state properties, like mass and decay width, of a
theory within the functional renormalisation group approach. An important cornerstone is the
dynamical hadronization technique for resonant interaction channels. The general framework is
exemplified and put to work within the two-flavour quark-meson model. This model provides a
low-energy description of the dynamics of two-flavour QCD with quark and hadronic degrees of
freedom. We compare explicitly the respective results for correlation functions and observables with
first principle QCD results in a quantitative manner. This allows us to estimate the validity range
of low energy effective models. We also present first results for pole masses and decay widths. Next
steps involving real-time formulations of the functional renormalisation group are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The efforts of determining bound state properties in
a quantum field theoretical approach date back to the
seminal work of Bethe and Salpeter [1, 2]. Despite con-
siderable progress in our understanding of bound states
and their properties in quantum field theories, the precise
computation of their properties and subsequently also
the computation of spectra in general remains one of the
biggest challenges today. Motivated by the immense sig-
nificance of reliable predictions of these quantities in es-
sentially all areas of physics there are quite a number
of ongoing investigations in this field. This applies in
particular to QCD because confinement makes only the
composite states of quarks and gluons, the hadrons, ex-
perimentally accessible.
The study of highly relativistic bound states has also
been hampered by the fact that almost all quantitative
non-perturbative methods rely on the Euclidean formu-
lation of quantum field theory. This implies that for de-
termining bound state properties the results for correla-
tion functions have either to be continued to Minkowski
space or have to be extracted from potentially sublead-
ing exponential tails of correlation functions. To this
end we note that the existence of stable bound states im-
ply poles and of scattering states cuts in the correlation
functions for timelike momenta. Unstable particles and
virtual states create in addition further poles in the com-
plex plane. While the lowest excitations typically can
be accessed via reconstruction methods such techniques
fail to provide trustable results for the higher resonances.
These higher-lying bound states plainly require an expo-
nentially enhanced precision of the imaginary time data.
Moreover, by definition, they lie beyond the radius of
convergence for Pade´-like analytic continuations of the
imaginary time results: Their masses are larger than the
ground state mass, and the latter provides the lowest-
lying pole in exactly this channel.
In the present work we suggest a functional contin-
uum approach to bound state computations, which is also
put in perspective to other functional bound state ap-
proaches, for the impressive progress on bound state and
general low energy properties on the lattice we refer the
reader to, e.g., [3]. Due to the bound states poles in the
correlation functions these states, and even higher-lying
resonances, can be accessed in continuum approaches
via the resonant frequency or momentum structures of
higher-order correlation functions of the fundamental de-
grees of freedom as, e.g., quarks and gluons in QCD. In
case of gauge theories physical states will hereby appear
only in gauge-invariant channels. However, an under-
standing of the non-perturbative properties of the ele-
mentary correlation functions might necessitate the con-
sideration of bound states in unphysical channels, see,
e.g., [4–6].
The correlation functions that feature a pole at the
bound state masses satisfy Dyson-Schwinger equations
as all correlation functions of a theory, for respective re-
views see, e.g., [7–9]. It has been exactly the achieve-
ment of Bethe and Salpeter to realise that employing a
Laurent expansion of the respective correlation function
around the bound state pole its non-linear and in gen-
eral inhomogeneous Dyson-Schwinger equation (DSE)
can be reduced to a linear and homogeneous equation,
the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE), for a simpler quan-
tity, the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude [1, 2]. Hereby, the
most challenging of the remaining complications is to find
an approximation to the kernel of this equation which is
on the one hand treatable and on the other hand keeps
the most important symmetries of the underlying physics
intact. The formulation and discussion of a systematic
improvement of employed truncations for the kernel can
be found in [9] and references therein. It has to be noted
that the by far most used truncation in QCD and hadron
physics, a generalised rainbow-ladder truncation, is for
quite a number of meson and baryon channels quite suc-
cessful, see, e.g., the recent review [10], but fails nev-
ertheless for a large amount of hadron resonances as it
can be inferred for example for a combined DSE-BSE ap-
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2proach for light mesons at the three-particle irreducible
three-loop level [11] or by recent investigations within
the Functional Renormalisation Group (FRG) [12, 13].
It has to be emphasised, however, that keeping the most
important symmetries at this level intact requires self-
consistency of the treatment of a quite large amount of
DSEs for the elementary QCD correlation functions to-
gether with the bound state BSEs. This then leads in
such calculations to an overwhelming degree of complex-
ity which effectively prevents the use of other available
input data for QCD correlation functions, especially as
the most sophisticated calculations imply a high degree
of sensitivity of the bound state properties on details of
the elementary QCD three-point functions.
In the current work we discuss a unified approach to
bound state properties based on the Functional Renor-
malisation Group (FRG). Hereby the correlation func-
tions are not treated, at least in principle, as in the
DSE-BSE approach by partly including the off-shell be-
haviour and partly restricting to on-shell properties. All
these functions originate within the FRG approach from
a common Effective Action. When employing dynamical
hadronization [14–17], the task of finding self-consistent
truncation schemes is significantly facilitated. In partic-
ular, the challenge of staying within a class of truncations
required to respect certain underlying symmetries can be
resolved with comparatively less difficulties. Moreover,
by now the FRG has matured enough to give a system-
atic access to bound state properties.
Here, we initiate this bound state program with a de-
tailed study of the quark-meson model in the light of
the structures explained above. We explain the natu-
ral embedding of this low-energy model as an Effective
Field Theory (EFT) of QCD as formulated in [12, 13, 18]
within the fQCD collaboration [19]. This includes the de-
termination of the EFT couplings directly in QCD from
the QCD flows in [12, 13] leading to the QCD-assisted
quark-meson model. Then we present results for the (Eu-
clidean) momentum dependence of correlation functions
relevant for the access to bound states. As so far only
the lightest states will be included, an exploratory inves-
tigation into the Minkowski realm can still bee done by
means of a reconstruction of the real-time meson propa-
gators. This is notwithstanding the problems listed above
for reconstructions, and going beyond is our next step.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. II dy-
namical hadronization within the FRG is briefly revis-
ited. The adaption of this approach to QCD as well as
the motivation for employing the quark-meson model as
a low-energy effective theory are discussed in Sect. III.
The truncation of the flow equation for the quark-meson
model is detailed in Sect. IV. Our results are then dis-
cussed in Sect. V. In Sect. VI the next steps which are
required to treat QCD are outlined. Our conclusions
are presented in Sect. VII. Technical details as well as
a comparison of results in different truncation levels are
deferred to three appendices.
II. THE FRG AND BOUND STATES
The FRG approach to bound states as outlined in the
present work is based on two key ingredients, the calcu-
lation of real-time correlation functions and the concept
of Dynamical Hadronization, both of which are briefly
revisited in this section.
A. Real-time FRG
By now real-time versions of the FRG have been devel-
oped that allow to access real-time correlation functions,
and, at the same time, making use of the rather well-
developed Euclidean correlation functions of the theories
at hand, and in particular QCD, for recent works see
[20–31].
Here, our task is to extend this to dynamically gener-
ated bound state properties. To this end, regulators that
preserve SO(1, 3) Lorentz symmetry are of paramount
importance, and we will focus our discussion of the space-
time symmetric regulators suggested in [20–23]. More-
over, it is well-studied by now, that the rapid decay of
the regularised loops in frequency and momentum space
is particularly important in approximations for the full
system that do not carry the full frequency and momen-
tum of the theory. Alternatively, one can study some
questions about real time observables by applying recon-
struction methods. Combined with Euclidean FRG input
this option has been used in [32–35]. A detailed analysis
of the general complex structure of correlation functions
as well as the low and high frequency limits leads to opti-
mised reconstruction schemes, see [36]. An application of
this novel reconstruction method to QCD spectral func-
tions can be also found in [36].
B. Dynamical Hadronization
Bound states and resonances in QCD and other theo-
ries manifest themselves in resonant momentum channels
in scattering amplitudes and correlation functions. Typ-
ically, in an effective field theory approach such a chan-
nel can be described as the exchange of an effective field
degree of freedom that carries the quantum numbers of
the resonant channel. This is the well-known Hubbard-
Stratonovitch (HS) transformation, originally introduced
as an identity transformation for a local four-point inter-
action of fermions done on the level of a classical action.
The FRG allows to perform this identity transforma-
tion on the level of the full quantum effective action,
which avoids the well-known double-counting problems
of the HS transformation, if quantum fluctuations are
taken into account. This transformation, called dynami-
cal hadronization or more generally dynamical condensa-
tion/bosonization has been introduced in [14] and further
developed in [15–17]. While originally introduced for the
HS-type transformation for a four-point function it is by
3now applicable to general and also non-polynomial field
operators [15]. Its applicability to the full effective action
is intertwined with the Wilsonian idea of integrating out
fluctuations iteratively momentum shell after momentum
shell. As it is done as an exact identity transformation at
each RG step, it avoids any double counting issue. This
is the property that elevates it to an identity transforma-
tion of the full quantum effective action.
One of the prominent advantages within such a for-
mulation is the following. Typically applications of func-
tional methods to strongly correlated systems such as
QCD rely on systematic vertex expansions in the ab-
sence of small parameters. The ’small’ parameter be-
hind this systematics is the phase space suppression of
the contributions of diagrams with higher order vertices:
These vertices have no classical part and are generated
by diagrams in the first place, and hence possess for an
asymptotically free theory a rapid decay behaviour in
momentum space which leads to, after the angular in-
tegration, a very efficient suppression of the respective
diagrams. This corresponds to a intuitive picture: these
n-order vertices describe effectively the local interaction
of n particles which is phase space suppressed. However,
resonances in interaction channels do not have this sup-
pression if their regularised mass is of the same order as
the cutoff or below.
Explicitly, for the case of QCD and hadron physics this
implies that the occurrence of bound states or resonances
characterized by two or three valence quarks, i.e., the
mesons and baryons, reduces scattering vertices of (2n)
or (3n) quarks and anti-quarks to that of n mesons or
baryons. This counter-acts significantly the phase space
suppression of the relevant channels. Accordingly one
either goes to a higher order of the vertex expansion in
the fundamental fields in QCD or formulates QCD also
in terms of these additional effective degrees of freedom.
We close this discussion with two remarks on dynam-
ical hadronization: First, we emphasise again that dy-
namical hadronization does not entail the reduction of
QCD to a low energy EFT. It is only a convenient and
efficient reparametrisation of QCD in the dynamical low
energy degrees of freedom. Second, even though the
phase space suppression is partially lifted in the presence
of resonant interactions, it is also the mass scale of these
channels that decides about their relevance for quantum
fluctuations. In QCD these resonances get strong at low,
sub-GeV RG scales k. Note that the loop momenta in
the FRG framework are restricted by the cutoff scale,
p2 <∼ k2. Hence, all but the lowest lying resonances are
already decoupled when they are generated. Accordingly
it is also quantitatively sufficient to consider the dynam-
ical hadronization of the σ mode and the pions ~pi.
Applications to QCD can be found in [12, 13, 18, 37].
In particular, the references [12, 13] contain an applica-
tion of dynamical hadronization on the quantitative level
with full momentum dependencies to QCD with the to
date by far largest set of coupled set of correlation func-
tions in functional methods.
III. FUNCTIONAL RENORMALISATION
GROUP APPROACH TO QCD
Here we give a brief introduction to the FRG-approach
to QCD. More details can be found in [12, 13, 18, 38, 39],
a review on applications can be found in [40], for QCD-
related FRG reviews see [15, 41–44].
A. Functional Renormalisation Group
The FRG is based on the Wilsonian idea of successively
integrating out quantum fluctuations restricted to a given
momentum shell p2 ≈ k2 where k is the running infrared
cutoff scale of the theory. The flow of the effective action
is then governed by the Wetterich equation [45–47],
∂tΓk[Φ] =
1
2
Tr
1
Γ
(2)
k [Φ] +Rk
∂tRk , (1)
where ∂t = k∂k, and the superfield Φ contains all fields in
the theory at hand. For example, in Nf = 2 flavour QCD
with dynamical hadronization of scalar and pseudo-scalar
quark–anti-quark channels of the four-quark interaction
we have Φ = (Aµ, c, c¯, q, q¯, σ, ~pi). This is the case studied
in [12, 13, 18] relevant for us. Γ
(2)
k is the second field
derivative of the effective action, and
Γ
(n)
k [Φ] =
δnΓ[Φ]
δΦn
. (2)
The trace in (1) sums over all species of fields, internal
indices and momenta, and Rk(p
2) is a regulator function
that suppresses the propagation of the infrared modes of
all fields.
In practice the flow equation (1) can only be solved
within approximations. As argued above, here we rely
on a systematic vertex expansion to QCD, for details we
refer to [12, 13, 38, 39]. To that end we expand the
effective action in powers of the fields,
Γk =
∑
n≥1
1
n!
∫
p1,...,pn
Φ1(p1) · · ·Φn(pn) Γ(n)k [p1, . . . , pn] , (3)
and solve the flow equations for the Γ
(n)
k . This also
provides a systematic error estimate of the results with
the criterion of apparent convergence: The results ap-
parently converge if, when adding higher orders in the
vertex expansion, no substantial changes occur. The sys-
tem has then passed a non-trivial self-consistency check.
Note however, that this is but one of the possible self-
consistency checks strongly correlated systems have to
pass in the absence of a small expansion parameter.
B. Dynamical Hadronization
As already described in Section II B, dynamical
hadronization facilitates apparent convergence by means
4∂tΓk[Φ] =
1
2
− − + 1
2
FIG. 1: Functional renormalisation group equation
for QCD in which the σ − ~pi-channel is dynamically
hadronized. The lines denote gluons, ghosts, quarks and
mesons, respectively, and represent fully momentum and
field dependent propagators. The cross denotes the regu-
lator insertion ∂tRk(p), leading to an effective UV cutoff
for modes with p2 >∼ k2.
of restoring the canonical phase space suppression order-
ing of n-point functions.
In the present case we use it for introducing an auxil-
iary scale dependent mesonic field φk = (σk, ~pik) with
∂tσk = A˙k q¯q , ∂t~pik = A˙k q¯ iγ5~τq , (4)
where the scale dependence A˙k of this transformation can
be chosen arbitrarily. This freedom is used to succes-
sively absorb the scalar–pseudo-scalar u-channel of the
four-fermi scattering vertex, for more details see Ap-
pendix A 4. Then, this channel vanishes identically in
the four-fermi vertex. Inserting (4) in (1) we are led to a
modified flow equation(
∂t + ∂tφk[Φ]
δ
δφk
)
Γk[Φ] =
1
2
Tr
1
Γ
(2)
k [Φ] +Rk
∂tRk .
(5)
The auxiliary field can then be interpreted as the reso-
nance of that channel as it carries the physics and the
same quantum numbers. Thereby dynamical hadroniza-
tion allows for a convenient access to resonances and all
associated bound state properties.
C. QCD-assisted low energy effective theories
The flow equation for QCD in the Landau gauge with
dynamical hadronization of the σ and ~pi four-quark chan-
nels is depicted in Figure 1. When lowering the cutoff
scale k successively, the single loops in Figure 1 are sup-
pressed if the cutoff scale drops below the mass gap of
the respective propagators. This has very important con-
sequences.
First of all, the meson loops do not contribute at large
cutoff scales: The effective mesonic mass scale drops
rapidly for large cutoffs (and momenta) because the re-
spective momentum channels in the four-quark interac-
tion decay rapidly. This in turn leads to an increased im-
portance of the mesonic loops at low cutoff scales. This
is in agreement with the pion mass being the smallest
mass scale.
∂tΓk[ΦEFT] = − + 1
2
FIG. 2: Functional renormalisation group equation for
the two-flavour quark-meson model, for the notation cf.
Figure 1.
Second, the gluon effectively decouples below cutoff
scales of k <∼ 1 GeV as the gluon is gapped in the Landau
gauge with a mass gap of almost one GeV. Hence, for
these scales the gluon loop can be dropped in Figure 1
for k <∼ 1 GeV. Moreover, to leading order the ghost
fields only couple to the matter part of QCD via the
gluon. Accordingly, they effectively decouple from the
matter sector of QCD as well at the same decoupling
scale as the gluon. This leaves us with a quark-meson
flow equation at low cutoff scales which is depicted in
Figure 2.
In summary, this leaves us with a QCD-assisted low
energy effective theory for QCD. Its natural ultraviolet
cutoff Λ is at almost 1 GeV, and the ’classical’ action
SEFT,Λ of this EFT is the full effective action of QCD at
this scale, evaluated on the equations of motion for the
gauge field and the ghosts: Aµ = 0 , c = 0 = c¯ and thus
SEFT,Λ[q, q¯, φ] = ΓQCD,Λ[ΦEFT] , (6)
with the superfield
ΦEFT = (0, 0, 0, q, q¯, φ) , φ = (σ, ~pi) . (7)
This concludes the discussion of the QCD-embedding of
the low energy EFT under investigation here, additional
discussions of this issue can e.g. be found in [18, 48–50].
IV. QUARK-MESON MODEL
Utilizing the previous discussion we can write down
the leading terms of the QCD effective action at a scale
where the ghost and gluons are to a large degree already
decoupled. Then, the QCD effective action with dynam-
ical hadronisation as described in the previous section
reduces to a low energy effective theory with quarks and
mesons, the quark-meson (QM) model. Bound state con-
siderations in the QM model were amongst the first ap-
plication of the FRG, see e.g. [51], for early reviews see
[41, 43, 52].
5Γk =
∫
x
{
Zq,kq/∂q + λk
[
1
2Nf
(qq)
2 − (qγ5~τq)2
]
+
1
2
Zσ,k(∂µσ)
2 +
1
2
Zpi,k(∂µ~pi)
2 + Vk − cσ
+hkq
(
iγ5~τ · ~pi + 1√
2Nf
σ
)
q
}
. (8)
The effective action (8) consists of three parts: the fer-
mionic and the bosonic ones as well as a Yukawa inter-
action in between both of them. The latter two, i.e.,
the second and third line in the effective action (8), re-
sult from dynamical hadronization. As for the first line,
the quarks’ kinetic term appears already in the classical
action of QCD. On the other hand, the four-quark inter-
action is induced by the quark-gluon interaction and is
thus created dynamically during the evolution of the scale
dependent effective action. Herein, we only consider the
scalar–pseudo-scalar u-channel of the four-fermi vertex,
which is by far the most dominant one (see the discus-
sion above). Consequently, the bosonic part contains the
propagators for the sigma meson and the pions. These
terms as well as the Yukawa interaction are already ob-
tained by a single Hubbard–Stratonovich transformation
(see, e.g., Chapter 3 of [53]). Higher-order terms induce
self-interactions between the mesons which are described
by the effective potential Vk. Since isospin symmetry re-
mains unbroken it is a functional of the O(4)-symmetric
combination ρ = 12
(
σ2 + ~pi2
)
. A non-vanishing expec-
tation value of ρ, 〈ρ〉 6= 0, signals condensation of the
sigma meson and thus spontaneous symmetry breaking.
Current quark masses lead via an appropriate shift of the
σ field to the last term in the second line of the effective
action (8). It explicitly breaks O(4)-symmetry and effec-
tively alters the expectation value of the sigma meson by
tilting the effective potential, which in turn results in a
finite mass for the Goldstone modes, i.e., the pions. To
summarize, the ansatz (8) for the scale-dependent effec-
tive action captures within a reasonable approximation
the leading behaviour of two-flavour QCD at low mo-
menta, a statement tested explicitly in Section V A.
In the effective action (8) the wave-function renor-
malization functions, Zσ,k(p), Z~pi,k(p) and Zq,k(p), the
Yukawa coupling hk(p1, p2) and the four-fermi cou-
pling λk(p1, p2, p3) are momentum-dependent quantities.
Please note that we employ a notation in which momen-
tum conservation is exploited and the three-point vertex
hk is a function of two independent momenta, the four-
point vertex λk of three momenta. To this end, in the
Yukawa coupling the quark momenta are singled out As
already mentioned, the successive Hubbard–Stratonovich
transformations in the Dynamical Hadronization are then
used to cancel the flow of the four-fermi coupling, i.e., one
implements
∂tλk(p, p,−p) = 0 . (9)
which yields an additional contribution to the flow of the
Yukawa coupling.
In the following we differentiate between bare quanti-
ties and renormalized quantities which are then denoted
by a bar. Renormalization conditions are imposed by
requiring
Z¯~pi,k(p = 0) = 1 and Z¯q,k(p = 0) = 1 . (10)
As a result all dressed quantities are RG invariant, while
the bare ones are not.
Further details about the effective action (8), the solu-
tion of the respective flow equation (cf. (1)), and related
technical details can be found in Appendix A.
Exploiting the freedom that the four-fermi coupling
λk(p1, p2, p3) can be set to zero at the ultraviolet (UV)
cutoff, i.e., for k = ΛUV, the four-fermi coupling is ab-
sent in all flow equations to be solved in the following.
Previous studies in QCD, [13], have shown that the full
momentum dependence of the resulting Yukawa vertex
can be well approximated by a function of only one mo-
mentum upon the substitution rule
hk(p1, p2)→ hk
(√
1
4
(p1 − p2)2 + (p1 + p2)2
)
. (11)
This will be employed in most of the results presented in
the next section.
It is also important to note that the quark mass func-
tion and the Yukawa coupling are related via the σ con-
densate,
mq,k(p) =
hk(p,−p)√
2Nf
〈σ〉 . (12)
The pion decay constant fpi will in the following be calcu-
lated from the σ condensate based on an approximation
provided by the Gell-Mann–Oakes–Renner relation. The
accuracy of this strongly simplified way to determine the
pion decay constant is sufficient for the purpose of the
exploratory investigation presented here.
The initial values for the flow are chosen at the UV cut-
off such that physical values for observables are achieved
in the infrared k → 0. This includes setting the pion de-
cay constant to fpi = 93 MeV, and the curvature masses
tompi = 138.7 MeV, mσ = 500 MeV, andmq = 297 MeV.
The specific details on the precise definitions, respec-
tively, the approximations employed for determining the
masses are given in the next section. The remaining flow
equations can be derived from Figure 2. This results in
the set of equations depicted in Figure 3. The explicit
expressions for the flow equations are deferred to Ap-
pendix B.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We start in Section V A with a discussion of the results
for Euclidean momenta. The extension of the results to
the real time domain for the extraction of bound state
properties is discussed in Section V B.
6∂k
∂k
∂k
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FIG. 3: Flow equations for the propagators, Yukawa coupling and four-fermi interactions.
A. Solution of the flow equation to Euclidean
momenta
The main results of this section are the momentum
dependencies of the propagators as well as the Yukawa
coupling. In addition to the physical parameters outlined
in Section IV we are considering an additional parame-
ter set where the IR has been fixed to the values of a
first principle calculation of QCD correlation functions
with the FRG presented in [13]. This comparison has
the advantage of testing the validity of low energy effec-
tive descriptions of bound states in QCD.
The first quantity of interest from an RG point of view
is the flow of the curvature masses evaluated at the flow-
ing minimum of the effective potential, depicted in Fig-
ure 4. The flow of the curvature masses is a key ingre-
dient in all diagrams because it sets the dominant scale
in integrands. In the left panel the result for the quark-
meson model with physical IR values is shown. The re-
sult is qualitatively similar to previous calculations in the
quark-meson model (QM), see, e.g., [54, 55].
Since we are mostly interested in the description of
bound states, i.e., low-energy effective degrees of free-
dom, the comparison to the full QCD calculation is also of
particular interest, since the curvature mass determines
mainly the scale in the resulting correlation functions.
The comparison is depicted in the right panel of Fig-
ure 4 and shows that they agree quite well for small and
moderate scales. This demonstrate that the QM model
indeed describes the dynamics of low energy QCD cor-
rectly. However, in order to achieve the same IR values in
the QM setting as in the QCD calculation the UV-cutoff
of the theory has to be lowered to ∼ 360 MeV, see also
[56]. With a higher UV- cutoff it is not possible to de-
crease the sigma mass further while keeping fpi, mpi and
mq fixed. This is most likely linked to the triviality of
the O(N) model, which shrinks the values of achievable
IR values for a given cutoff when increasing the trunca-
tion, which has already been observed in [23, 57].
The most significant differences between the QM
model and the full QCD calculation is the decoupling
of the mesonic masses from the system, which can be
seen from comparing both subfigures in Figure 4: First,
the mesonic degrees of freedom decouple substantially
faster in full QCD. This is also immediately visible when
looking at the quark mass in Figure 5 or at the wave
function renormalizations in figures Figure 6 and Fig-
ure 7. Second, the mass function of the scalar σ-channel
in QCD does not show the dip towards smaller masses
in the region where chiral symmetry is restored, which
is also related to the steeper rise of the mass function
in QCD. This feature has potentially important conse-
quences for the details of chiral symmetry restauration
at finite temperature that deserve further investigation.
There, the low UV cutoff scale additionally results in a
relatively low highest temperature that can be considered
due to the the thermal range of these models, see [33].
More generally, the necessary modification of the initial
effective action for large external scales such as tempera-
ture, chemical potential, external background (chromo-)
magnetic and electric fields has to be considered, for a
detailed discussion see [58]. Again the systematic inclu-
sion of these modifications is facilitated within a QCD
assisted low energy theory.
In all plots the red vertical line denote the UV cutoff
used in our calculation. The slow decay for large mo-
menta is not very surprising in the quark-meson model
as there is no other scale involved which could potentially
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FIG. 5: The momentum-dependent quark mass function in the quark-meson model (left panel). The right panel shows
a comparison of the same quantity between the QCD-assisted quark-meson model and QCD.
suppress the mesonic degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, it
is one of the most prominent differences to the full QCD
calculation, resulting in a rather small range of momenta,
where the quark-meson model properly describes all dy-
namics of full QCD. However, this does not imply that
the description at larger momenta is bad, merely that the
question depends strongly on the observable at hand.
B. Continuation to timelike momenta
The calculation of observables requires in general the
knowledge of correlation functions in Minkowski space-
time. In functional methods this reduces to essentially
two distinct options, the direct calculation via analyti-
cally continued equations or the numerical analytic con-
tinuation. While the former way is preferable, its appli-
cation to the quark-meson model is postponed to future
work. Here we resort to the latter option, which is for
our purposes, i.e., the extraction of the pole masses of
the lowest-lying bound states, quite accurate. In addi-
tion, numerical analytic continuation is easily possible
for this case because the analytic structures of interest
are the poles closest to the origin in their respective ana-
lytically continued retarded Greens functions, see [36] as
well as references therein for a respective detailed discus-
sion. Moreover, it has been already shown in [33] that
the momentum-dependence of the mesonic propagator is
rather mild which also facilitates the reconstruction of
the lowest-lying pole. In summary, this allows us to use a
Pade´ based approach, i.e., a rational interpolation. More
specifically, we use the Schlessinger’s point method [59] to
compute the interpolation from a subset of data points.
Particle Curvature mass Pole mass Decay-width
Pion 138.7 137.4 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.5
Sigma 494.5 320 ± 25 36 ± 5
TABLE I: Curvature mass, pole mass and decay width,
as extracted from the full momentum dependence of the
respective propagators. A significant deviation between
the pole and curvature mass of the sigma meson is ob-
served. All values are given in MeV.
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FIG. 6: Comparison between the QCD-assisted QM model and QCD for the momentum-dependent wave function
renormalizations for the mesons (left panel) and quarks (right panel).
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FIG. 7: The momentum-dependent wave-function renor-
malization of the mesons and quarks in the quark-meson
model.
The pion is the lightest degree of freedom in the quark-
meson model and thus stable. For the sigma meson it is
found in the present calculation that its pole mass slightly
exceeds the two pion decay threshold. Therefore, we ex-
pect the mass to be dominated by a pole close to the
timelike axis on the second Riemann sheet of the retarded
propagator and therefore accessible within this frame-
work to good accuracy. The additional numerical error
of the reconstruction is checked by computations with
different numbers of grid points. The resulting masses
and widths are collected in Table I and displayed relative
to the curvature masses in Figure 8. As expected from
analytic arguments the pole mass of the pion agrees well
with its renormalized curvature mass [23, 33], and its de-
cay width is zero within numerical uncertainties. As out-
lined above the sigma meson features in our calculation
within the quark-meson model only a small decay width,
Γ/M  1, validating our reconstruction approach. Fur-
thermore, the relative difference between the pole and
curvature mass is significant with ∼ 35%. Such an order
of magnitude agrees qualitatively with previous studies
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FIG. 8: The ratios of the meson pole masses mpole and
curvature masses mcur are shown. The ratio is stable
for the pion and converges slowly, but eventually, for the
sigma as a function of grid points N .
(a) Mesonic contribution (b) Quark contribution
FIG. 9: The two dominant diagrams contributing to the
wave functions of the mesons in QCD (up to permuta-
tions of the regulator).
[23] in which the momentum dependence of the propa-
gators was not fed back into the equations. This has
obvious consequences for low energy effective theories of
QCD where the mass of the sigma meson is often used
to fix the free parameters.
9(a) Quark-Meson
vertex
(b) Quark-Meson
vertex
(c) Quark-Gluon
vertex
FIG. 10: The three dominant diagrams contributing to
the Yukawa coupling in QCD (up to permutations of the
regulator).
VI. SYSTEMATIC IMPROVEMENTS
TOWARDS QCD
The discussion in Section V enables us to systemat-
ically improve the current setting towards QCD on a
quantitative level. Considering the structure of Figure 2,
or directly in the corresponding equations in Appendix B,
it is immediately clear that only three quantities that are
not directly derived from the effective potential enter the
equations: Z¯φ(p), Z¯q(p) and h¯(p, r). Please note that we
do not need to differentiate between Z¯pi(p) and Z¯σ(p) as
their difference is negligible for all points discussed here,
cf. Figure 7.
While the difference in the quark wave function Z¯q(p)
between the quark-meson model and QCD might appear
large in Figure 6, the values stay practically at unity for
all scales and the bump in QCD at the scale of the gluon
mass gap corresponds only to a sub-leading quantitative
correction. Therefore, we can concentrate our discussion
on Z¯φ(p) and h¯(p, r).
Turning to the pion and sigma meson wave functions,
significant differences between the quark-meson and the
QCD result are observed, see Figure 7. However, the
leading diagrams that generate the momentum depen-
dence are the same in both cases and shown in Figure 9.
As a result, the main difference between the quark-meson
and QCD results must be generated by h¯(p, r). In order
to confirm this, we can apply the same reasoning to the
leading diagrams of the Yukawa coupling in QCD shown
in Figure 10. The first two diagrams, Figure 10a and
Figure 10b, are again self-consistently contained in the
quark-meson model. However, the diagram containing a
gluon, Figure 10c, is not. It is not possible to include
this diagram without the knowledge of the gluon prop-
agator and the quark-gluon vertex building up the one
gluon exchange coupling, but QCD-assisted models can
be constructed with this input. We conclude from this
analysis that the quark-meson model can be systemat-
ically improved towards QCD by either including the
QCD Yukawa coupling as external input or the gluon
exchange coupling in Figure 10c. This underlines the
strength of the current setting of systematically improv-
able QCD-assisted low-energy effective theories.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work we have outlined an approach to the calcu-
lation of bound states within the Functional Renormal-
isation Group. It is based on the procedure of dynam-
ical hadronization, which comes with the great advan-
tage that the information of bound states can be mapped
to lower order n-point correlation functions in a system-
atic manner. Furthermore, this simplifies the procedure
of building self-consistent truncations, as all correlation
functions are generated from a single master equation,
and external input can be incorporated without further
problems. These advantages circumvent many of the
problems faced when expressing the bound states exclu-
sively in terms of their constituents.
This framework was applied to the pion and sigma
mesons within a quark-meson model motivated via dy-
namical hadronization from QCD and solving the corre-
sponding flow equation for Euclidean momenta. In order
to test the validity of our truncation we have compared
the common subset of results with a recent study of the
Euclidean system in first principle QCD [13]. While we
found at low energies good quantitative agreement, above
scales of >∼ 250 MeV qualitative deviations start to ap-
pear. These deviations could be traced back to missing
contributions in the Yukawa coupling.
The bound state properties of the pion and the sigma
meson were accessed from the Euclidean correlators via a
suitable Pade´ approximation extracting hereby the pole
masses. While the pole mass of the pion, the lowest lying
excitation, agrees very well with the expectation from the
Euclidean curvature mass, we found not unexpectedly a
significant deviation of ∼ 35% for the sigma meson.
Most importantly, the here presented approach can
and will be systematically extended towards the full
bound state spectrum of QCD.
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Appendix A: Additional definitions and technical
details
In this section additional informations regarding our
ansatz for the effective action (8) and its solution are
provided. Furthermore some additional definitions are
introduced, used to keep the flow equations as simple as
possible.
1. Regulator and propagators
The momentum independent part of the mesonic two-
point function can be obtained from the effective poten-
tial
Γ
(2)
~pi (p = 0) = ∂ρV (ρ) ,
Γ(2)σ (p = 0) = ∂ρV (ρ) + 2ρ ∂
2
ρV (ρ) , (A1)
which can be obtained from matching the corresponding
flow equations. Instead of solving the flow for the full
mesonic two-point functions only the momentum depen-
dent part needs to be considered:
∆Γ
(2)
i,k (p) = Γ
(2)
i,k (p)− Γ(2)i,k (0) , i ∈ {σ, ~pi} . (A2)
For the flows of the momentum dependent part only the
polarization diagrams have to be calculated, as the four-
point functions do not carry any momentum dependence
in our truncation and all tadpoles vanish as a result. The
mesonic wave-function renormalizations are directly re-
lated to the two-point functions by
Zi,k(p) = p
−2∆Γ(2)i,k (p) . (A3)
The fermion mass and the Yukawa coupling are related
by
m2q,k(p) =
ρ
Nf
hk(p,−p) . (A4)
As a regulator shape function we are using a standard
exponential regulator
rB(x) =
xm−1
exm − 1 ,
rF (x) + 1 =
√
rB(x) + 1 , (A5)
resulting in the following full regulators
Ri,k(p) = Zi,k(0)p
2 rB
(
p2
k2
)
, i ∈ {σ, ~pi} , ,
RF (p) = Rˆ(p)/p Rˆ(p) = Zq,k(0)rF
(
p2
k2
)
. (A6)
We define the following mesonic propagators (i ∈ {σ, ~pi})
Gi(p) =
1
Zi,k(p)p2 +Ri,k(p) + Γ
(2)
i (0)
. (A7)
In addition we can define an effective (scalar) quark prop-
agator, entering all loop functions
Gq(p) =
1
[Zrq,k(p)]
2
+m2q(p)
,
Zrq,k(p) = Zq,k(p) + Rˆ(p) . (A8)
2. Effective potential
The effective potential Vk(ρ) is solved using a Taylor
expansion about the IR minimum of the potential in-
cluding the explicit symmetry breaking term. The bare
expansion point is kept fix, therefore greatly increasing
the stability of the equations [54]. It has been verified
that the results are independent of the order of the Tay-
lor expansion.
3. Initial values
Our initial values are chosen such that the physical val-
ues for the quark mass m¯q = 298 MeV, the expectation
value of the chiral condensate σmin = 93 MeV, the pion
mass m¯~pi = 139 MeV and the curvature mass of the sigma
meson m¯σ = 495 MeV are obtained. Since the sigma me-
son is a scattering state in this model, it is not possible
to directly assign it a pole mass, therefore we resorted to
the curvature mass, which we fixed slightly higher than
the physical mass. More details on the relation between
curvature and pole masses, can be found in Section V B
or e.g. [23]. The flow is initiated at ΛUV = 950 MeV,
in accordance with our discussion in Section III C. The
initial potential is assumed to be quadratic
Vk=ΛUV = a1(ρ− ρ0) +
a2
2
(ρ− ρ0)2 , (A9)
where ρ0 is the expansion point. All other orders of the
effective potential are zero. The wave-function renormal-
izations are set to unity at the UV cutoff. For complete-
ness we also state our initial values for our full truncation
considered in this work
a1 = (2638 MeV)
2
a2 = 50
hΛ = 18.085
ρ0 = 28.32 MeV . (A10)
4. Dynamical Hadronization
Our dynamical hadronization procedure follows [13].
To this end we parametrize the scale dependence of the
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auxiliary field as
σ˙(p) =
1√
2Nf
∫
q
A˙ (p− q, q) q(p− q)q(q)
~˙pi(p) =
∫
q
A˙ (p− q, q) q(p− q)iγ5~τq(q) . (A11)
In [13] it was found that a weighted sum between total
and relative momenta captures the full momentum de-
pendence quite accurately
A˙(p1, p2) = A˙
(
(p1 + p2)
2 +
1
4
(p1 − p2)2
)
. (A12)
As a result the flow of the corresponding channel in the
four-Fermi interaction λk is set to zero
∂kλk(p,−p, p) =Flowλk(p,−p, p)− A˙(p2)hk(p2)
A˙(p2) =
Flowλk(p,−p, p)
hk(p2)
. (A13)
Appendix B: Flow equations
For the derivation of the flow equations DoFun [60] was
used. For the subsequent tracing of the equations we have
used FormTracer [61]. We do not state the tadpole (TP)
contributions explicitly, since we obtain the momentum
independent part from (A2). Let us define the relative
momenta between the internal and the external momenta
r = q − p. The contribution to the Γ˙(2)pi,k(p) and Γ˙(2)σ,k(p)
from the quark loop is the same, which is given by
Γ˙
(2),q
φ,k (p) =
∫
q
{
12
˙ˆ
Rqk(q)G
2
q(q)Gq(r)hk(r,−q)hk(q,−r)[(
Z2rq,k(q)q
2 −m2q,k(q)
)
Zrq,k(r)(p q − p2)
+2mq,k(q)mq,k(r)Zrq,k(q)q
2
]}
. (B1)
The full flow for the two-point function of the pion is
Γ˙
(2)
pi,k(p) =Γ˙
(2),q
φ,k (p) +
∫
q
{(
Γ(3)pipiσ(0)
)2 [
R˙pi,k(q)G
2
pi(q)
Gσ(r) + R˙σ,k(q)G
2
σ(q)Gpi(r)
]}
+ TP , (B2)
and correspondingly the full flow of the sigma is
Γ˙
(2)
σ,k(p) =Γ˙
(2),q
φ,k (p) +
∫
q
{
3
(
Γ(3)pipiσ(0)
)2
R˙pi,k(q)G
2
pi(q)Gpi(r)
+
(
Γ(3)σσσ(0)
)2
R˙σ,k(q)G
2
σ(q)Gσ(r)
}
+ TP .
(B3)
The mesonic three point vertices are obtained from the
effective potential
Γ(3)pipiσ(0) = σV
(2)
k [ρ]
∣∣∣
ρ=ρ0
,
Γ(3)σσσ(0) =
[
3σV
(2)
k [ρ] + σ
3V
(3)
k [ρ]
]∣∣∣
ρ=ρ0
. (B4)
The flow for the wave function part of the quark propa-
gator reads
Z˙q,k(p) =− 1
4p2
∫
q
{
(p q)
˙ˆ
Rqk(q)G
2
q(q)hk(−p, q)hk(−q, p)(
m2q,k(q)− Z2rq,k(q)q2
)
(3Gpi(r) +Gσ(r))
+ 2Gq(r)Zrq,k(r)(p q − p2)hk(r, p)hk(−p,−r)(
3R˙pi,k(q)G
2
pi(q) + R˙σ,k(q)G
2
σ(q)
)}
+ TP ,
(B5)
and finally the flow of the Yukawa coupling:
h˙k(p,−p) =− 1
4
∫
q
{
2
˙ˆ
Rqk(q)G
2
q(q)hk(−p,−q)hk(q, p)
hk(q,−q)Zrq,k(q)q2 (3Gpi(r)−Gσ(r))
+Gq(r)hk(−p,−r)hk(r, p)hk(r,−r)(
3R˙pi,k(q)G
2
pi(q)− R˙σ,k(q)G2σ(q)
)}
− A˙(p,−p)Γ
(1)
φ (0)
σ
. (B6)
The flow of λk has a very lengthy expression and thus is
not noted here.
Appendix C: Truncations
In this section of the Appendix we discuss details
on the different truncations analysed within the quark-
meson model and compare them to the full case. All
truncations are set to get the same IR physics. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13.
In total we consider four additional truncations
• LPA: The wave functions are set to unity, the
Yukawa coupling is fixed to a constant and the re-
bosonisation is ignored.
• LPA + Y: The k-dependence of the Yukawa cou-
pling is additionally taken into account.
• LPA + Y’: The momentum dependence of the
Yukawa coupling is additionally taken into account.
• Full w/o DH: The full wave functions are taken ad-
ditionally into account, this corresponds to the full
truncation without the rebosonisation procedure.
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FIG. 11: Flow of the meson masses (left panel) and quark masses at p = 0 (right panel), shown for different truncations.
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FIG. 12: The momentum dependence of the quark mass
(left axes) and Yukawa coupling (right axes) for k = 0
and different truncations is depicted. The vertical red
line shows the value of the UV cutoff.
Turning to the running of the curvature masses, shown in
Figure 11, the most notable effect is the faster decoupling
of the mesons at larger scales, hence getting closer to the
behaviour in full QCD, while the running of the quark
mass is mostly unaffected. The momentum dependence
of the Yukawa coupling, shown in Figure 12, is below the
UV-cutoff essentially independent of the truncation as
long as it is calculated. A similar result is found for the
wave functions, shown in Figure 13. These findings fit to
the discussion about the different contributions generat-
ing momentum dependencies in Section VI.
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